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  Mozart - Konzert für zwei Klaviere und Orchester Nr.10 Es-dur KV 365  1 Allegro 10:15  2
Andante 8:00  3 Rondeaux: Allegro 6:48    4 Chick Corea - Fantasy for Two Pianos 11:46  5
Friedrich Gulda - Ping Pong for Two Pianos 9:56  
 Friedrich Gulda - piano  Chick Corea - piano  Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam  Nikolaus
Harnoncourt - conductor     

 

  

At first I was just curious to hear the famous jazz pianist, Chick Corea performing classical
(baroque) music. As it turned out, he is equally adept at both. While my favorite from Mozart is
his Clarinet Concerto in A major, this album is a joy to hear. ---Jerlaw, amazon.com

  

 

  

Interestingly, the first concerto on this record, Mozart’s Double Concerto for Two Pianos and
Orchestra No.10 in E flat major, K.365 (which Mozart wrote in 1779 shortly before leaving
Salzburg and moving to Vienna), feels more “dialogical” than both Corea’s “Fantasy” or Gulda’s
“Ping Pong,” both pieces for two pianos. Why that is the case, I can only guess—but my guess
would be that there is a reason why, among other things, serious music is generally
differentiated from other musical traditions by being notated, a characteristic that allows for
more structural “deep linking” than picking up, and elaborating on, elements by ear and on the
fly. The performance, overall, isn’t groundbreaking, but fun to listen to, and I found it enjoyable.

  

Chick Corea’s “Fantasy for Two Pianos” is well-structured and strongly reminiscent of
impressionist music with a dash of latin-flavored neoclassicism. Gulda’s “Ping Pong” hides
some musically interesting ideas like eastereggs in a lot of clutter, sandwiched between two
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weighty stylistically frazzled manifestos. --- networkedblogs.com
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